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A B S T R A C T   

Designing highly efficient and stable electrocatalysts for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), particularly in 
seawater, still remains a challenging task. Herein, the unique heterostructures composed of 1D NiMo cores and 
2D C3N5 shells (NiMo@C3N5) are rationally designed and demonstrated as the robust HER catalysts in both 
alkaline electrolytes and natural seawater, where the carbon-based shell can effectively protect the catalyst core 
from seawater poisoning. Based on the experimental investigation and density functional theory calculation, 
multiple electronic transmission channels were found to establish at the interface between NiMo cores and C3N5 
shells, thus providing efficiently optimized HER pathways to achieve minimized overpotential with a reduced 
energy barrier of the rate-determining step. More importantly, the NiMo@C3N5 hybrids exhibit stable HER 
performance with a high Faradaic efficiency of 94.8% in seawater, which is superior to that of commercial Pt/C. 
All these results can evidently highlight a feasible strategy to develop high-performance HER electrocatalysts via 
interface engineering.   

1. Introduction 

Due to the high weight energy density and pollution-free charac-
teristics, hydrogen is widely considered as a promising clean energy 
resource [1,2]. Among many recent developments, electrochemical 
water splitting powered by renewable-generated electricity provides an 
efficient means to produce high-purity green hydrogen through envi-
ronmentally friendly processes [3–5]. Utilizing this green production 
scheme, the manufacturing cost and reliability of hydrogen are found 
highly dependent on the composition and corresponding electronic 
structure of electrocatalysts [6–8]. To date, Pt-dominated materials are 
employed as the best-performed electrocatalysts for hydrogen evolution 
reaction (HER) owing to their fast kinetics and excellent conductivities; 
however, the scarcity and high cost of Pt-based catalysts inevitably limit 

their large-scale utilization [9,10]. Also, purified freshwater is usually 
required as the hydrogen feedstock in water splitting, where the usage of 
freshwater would certainly worsen the issue of global clean water 
shortage [12–14]. Fortunately, there is plenty of seawater resource 
available around the world. The green hydrogen extracted from 
seawater can be further processed to produce other chemical fuels, such 
as methane and methanol [15]. In this regard, it is of great scientific and 
practical significance to develop high-performance and cost-effective 
electrode materials for seawater splitting. 

Generally, the design principles of electrocatalysts are rather 
different between conventional water splitting and seawater splitting. 
The presence of various dissolved ions, including Ca2+, Mg2+ and Cl− , 
and bacteria/microbes in seawater would easily poison the catalysts, 
deteriorating the durability of seawater splitting [11]. Even though 
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numerous efforts have been devoted to explore alternative Pt-free HER 
catalysts that are robust and compatible with seawater electrolytes, their 
catalyst performances are still far from acceptable owing to the poor 
stability and insufficient degree of water dissociation [16–18]. In fact, 
based on Sabatier’s principle, the ideal HER catalysts should have the 
free adsorption energy of hydrogen atom (ΔGH*) being close to zero; 
therefore, the catalysts can promote the efficient proton and electron 
transfer steps as well as the rapid hydrogen molecule release processes in 
order to enhance the electrocatalytic hydrogen production [19–23]. 
Apart from the Pt-based materials, the NiMo-based alloys are also found 
to have the value of ΔGH* close to zero and other properties suitable to 
serve as an efficient HER catalyst [24–27]. Particularly, one- 
dimensional (1D) NiMo nanowires directly synthesized on Ni foams 
have just been demonstrated to exhibit HER performance even better 
than commercial Pt/C electrodes in 1 M KOH [28]. It is also proved that 
the insertion of a carbon-based shell layer would effectively protect the 
catalyst core from seawater poisoning and bacteria/microbes precipi-
tation in order to retain the electrocatalytic stability [29,30]. For 
instance, the low-cost CoMoP nanocrystals could be coated with several 
layers of N-doped carbon shells by a simple one-step pyrolysis method, 
and can provide comparable electrocatalytic performance to Pt/C cat-
alysts with Faraday efficiency of over 92.5% [30]. In this case, an 
appropriate carbon-based shell together with the NiMo core are ex-
pected to provide an efficient electrocatalyst for seawater splitting. 

At the same time, there is a new kind of two-dimensional (2D) N-rich 
carbon nanomaterials, also known as C3N5, lately developed based on 
the graphitic carbon nitrides (g-C3N4) [31]. As illustrated by experi-
mental results and theoretical calculations, this C3N5 material can serve 
as a promising protective shell layer for catalysts, especially that the 
high nitride content in C3N5 provides more catalytic active sites for re-
actions due to the asymmetric electron spin density and charge polari-
zation between the carbon and nitride atoms [31,32]. Once C3N5 is 
integrated with specific transition metals (e.g. NiMo alloys), it is antic-
ipated to have more electron transfer channels established on the 
strongly coupled nano-interfaces between C3N5 and NiMo because of the 
abundant N atoms and easily tailorable electronic states of Ni and Mo 
atoms, and would further optimize the resulting free energy for 
enhanced water splitting. Herein, the core–shell heterostructures 
composed of 1D NiMo cores and 2D C3N5 shells (NiMo@C3N5) are 
rationally designed and demonstrated as the robust HER catalysts in 
both alkaline electrolytes and natural seawater. Notably, this unique 
NiMo@C3N5 core–shell heterostructure can be easily synthesized via a 
scalable and low-cost chemical method, where the 1D@2D configura-
tion is beneficial for forming abundant nano-interfaces, thus promoting 
the reaction kinetics of HER. It is impressive that the prepared 
NiMo@C3N5 electrocatalyst exhibits excellent HER performances with 
an overpotential of only 80 mV when the current density is 10 mA cm− 2 

with a mass loading of 0.554 mg cm− 2 in 1 M KOH. Both experimental 
and density functional theory (DFT) results reveal that the Mo-N cova-
lent bonds between NiMo and C3N5 nano-interfaces can efficiently speed 
up the sluggish HER kinetics with a significantly reduced energy barrier. 
More importantly, the NiMo@C3N5 catalyst shows a respectably high 
HER performance and stability in natural seawater, delivering the 
comparable current density to those of commercial Pt/C catalysts after a 
long-term stability test. All these findings can evidently indicate the 
practical potential of using NiMo@C3N5 core–shell heterostructure 
electrocatalysts for direct seawater splitting. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Preparation of 2D C3N5 nanosheets 

The 2D C3N5 nanosheets were prepared according to a previous 
report with minor modifications [31]. Typically, 5 g of melamine placed 
in an alumina crucible with a cover was heated at 425 ◦C for 12 h with a 
heating rate of 5 ◦C min− 1. After cooling to room temperature, the 

resulting coarse powder particles were milled into fine powders and 
dispersed in distilled water under ultrasonication. Then, the dispersions 
were refluxed for several hours to remove the impurities. The resulted 
white product (melem) was collected and dried at 60 ◦C. 

Next, 2 g of the white product (melem) was added into 25 mL of 
hydrazine hydrate solution (60 %), sealed within an autoclave, and 
heated at 140 ◦C for 24 h. After cooling to room temperature, the pH 
value of the solution was first carefully adjusted to 1–2 with the 
controlled addition of HCl (10 %) to remove any unreacted solids and re- 
precipitated at a pH value of 7–8 via adding NaOH (10 %) solution. 
Melem hydrazine was synthesized after repeating this process three 
times. Finally, C3N5 nanosheets were obtained by heating melem hy-
drazine at 550 ◦C for 2 h with a heating rate of 5 ◦C min− 1 under Ar 
atmosphere. 

2.2. Preparation of 1D NiMo nanorods 

The preparation of NiMo alloy nanowires was according to our 
previous report. Specifically, 0.5 mmol Ni(NO3)2 and 0.5 mmol NaMoO4 
were added into 10 mL distilled water under magnetic stirring for 5 min 
to form a homogeneous solution. The mixture solution was transferred 
to a 15 mL stainless-steel Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at 160 ◦C for 
6 h. The resulted precipitate (NiMoO4 nanorods) was then washed with 
ethanol and DI water for several times and dried at 60 ◦C overnight. To 
prepare NiMo nanowires, the NiMoO4 nanowires were treated at 550 ◦C 
for 1 h with a heating rate 5 ◦C/min under an Ar/H2 (200/100 sccm) 
environment. After cooling down to the room temperature, H2 was 
stopped and 10 sccm O2 was provided for 30 min to passivate the 
sample. 

2.3. Preparation of NiMo@C3N5 core–shell hybrids 

In a typical process, a varied amount of melem hydrazine (i.e. 7, 10, 
20 and 30 mg) and 50 mg of NiMo nanorods were added into 10 mL of 
ethanol under stirring for 30 min to obtain a uniform solution. Then, the 
precipitate (melem hydrazine/NiMo nanorods) was obtained after dry-
ing at 60 ◦C under vacuum overnight. Finally, NiMo@C3N5 hybrids were 
prepared via heating the melem hydrazine/NiMo nanorods at 550 ◦C for 
2 h under Ar atmosphere. The obtained samples was named as 
NiMo@C3N5-7 mg, NiMo@C3N5-10 mg, NiMo@C3N5-20 mg and 
NiMo@C3N5-30 mg, respectively. 

2.4. Preparation of NiMo/C3N5 mixtures 

Apart from the NiMo@C3N5 core–shell hybrids, physically mixed 
NiMo/C3N5 mixtures are also prepared in this study. Various amounts of 
C3N5 (i.e. 7, 10 and 20 mg) and 50 mg of NiMo nanorods were added 
into 10 mL of ethanol solution, followed by stirring the mixture at 60 ◦C. 
The NiMo/C3N5 powder was then collected after drying the solution. 
The obtained samples were named as NiMo/C3N5-7 mg, NiMo/C3N5-10 
mg and NiMo/C3N5-20 mg, respectively. 

2.5. Material characterization 

Powder X-ray diffraction (Bruker D2 Phaser, Billerica, MA, USA) was 
employed to investigate the crystalline structure of prepared samples in 
a 2θ scan ranging from 10◦ to 90◦ with a scanning rate of 0.05◦/s, in 
which the machine is equipped with a monochromatized Cu–Kα radia-
tion. Morphologies and elemental analysis of the samples were charac-
terized via a field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, SU- 
8010, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV 
and a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM, Tecnai 
G2 F30, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. 
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface area and pore volume of 
the samples were assessed based on nitrogen adsorption isotherms using 
a NOVA 1200e gas adsorption apparatus (Quantachrome Instruments, 
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Boynton Beach, FL, USA). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, VG 
Multilab 2000, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) data were 
collected at an ultrahigh vacuum (2 × 10− 6 Pa) environment with a 
monochromatic Al–Kα radiation. It should be noticed that all the binding 
energies were calibrated with C1s peak at 284.8 eV. 

2.6. Electrochemical measurement 

The electrochemical characterization was investigated with a Gamry 
300 electrochemical workstation with a three-electrode system at room 
temperature. The working electrode was prepared as follows: 5 mg of 
electrocatalysts ultrasonically dispersed in a mixture containing 340 μL 
of ethanol, 100 μL of DI water and 20 of μL Nafion (5 wt%) for 2  h to 
prepare a homogeneous solution. Then, 10 μL of electrocatalyst 
dispersion was drop-casted onto a glassy carbon electrode (0.196 cm2), 
where the mass loading was about 0.553 mg cm− 2. A carbon rod and a 
saturated Ag/AgCl electrode (protected by salt bridge) served as the 
counter electrode and reference electrode, respectively. All potentials in 
this work were referenced versus the reversible hydrogen electrode 
(RHE) by the equation of ERHE = ESCE + (0.197 + 0.059 × pH) V, where 
ERHE is the potential referred to RHE and ESCE is the measured potential 
against the saturated calomel electrode (SCE) reference electrode. The 
HER performance was collected in 1 M KOH (pH = 13.7) solution and 
natural seawater (collected near Tsuen Wan, Hong Kong, pH = 7.4) via 
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) with a scan rate of 5 mV s− 1. Several 
cyclic voltammetry (CV) cycles were conducted before the test until the 
curves showed the unobvious change. Gas measurement was carried out 
by using gas chromatography (GC-7900, Techcomp Co.) with argon as 
the carrier gas. The measurement of H2 volume was performed in an air- 
tight H shape cell. Before testing, high purity N2 was introduced for 1 h. 
The electrocatalysis process was carried out with a constant current of 
10 mA in the natural seawater. 

2.7. Computational details 

All the first principle calculations were performed using spin- 
polarized DFT as implemented in Quantum Espresso [33,34]. General-
ized gradient approximation (GGA) with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 
functional was selected to describe the exchange–correlation interaction 
[35]. The zero-damping DFT-D3 method of Grimme was introduced to 
calculate the van der Waals corrections [36]. A plane-wave cutoff of 50 
Ry and a density cutoff of 500 Ry were used based on standard solid- 
state pseudopotentials with projector augmented wave (PAW) method 
[37,38]. A five layers slabs of NiMo and NiMo@C3N5 with a sufficiently 
vacuum slab of 15 Å was built, where two bottom layers are fixed. For 
sampling the Brillouin zone, Gamma point was set. All atoms were fully 
relaxed until the forces on each atom were less than 0.02 eV/Å. 

The calculation of Gibbs free energy change (ΔG) for each elemental 
step was based on the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model 
[39], which can be expressed by ΔG = ΔE + ΔEZPE - TΔS, where ΔE is the 
electronic energy difference between the free standing and adsorption 
states of reaction intermediates; ΔEZPE and ΔS are the changes in zero 
point energies and entropy, respectively, which are obtained from the 
vibrational frequency calculations. T is the temperature, and is set to be 
298.15 K in this work. H2 and H2O were used as the reference states. The 
complete HER catalytic process in alkaline condition includes the 
following three elementary steps: 

H2O(l) + e‾ + * → H* + OH‾ (i, Volmer step) 
2H* → H2(g) (ii, Tafel step) 
H* + H2O + e‾ → H2(g) + * + OH‾ (iii, Heyrovsky step) 
where * indicates the adsorption site. Based on previous reports, 

good balance between the adsorption of catalyst surface between H* and 
OH* indicates a good catalyst for HER in alkaline condition [40,41]. In 
addition, the nudged elastic band method (NEB) was used to search the 
transition states and calculate the reaction barriers [42,43]. All the re-
action barriers combined with the Gibbs free energy states were 

calculated. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Characterization of NiMo@C3N5 and NiMo/C3N5 

As shown in the schematic diagram in Fig. 1a, the preparation pro-
cess of NiMo@C3N5 core–shell nanostructures is presented. Typically, 
1D NiMo nanorods were first prepared by hydrothermally reacting Ni 
(NO3)2 and NaMoO4, and then reduction based on our previous reports 
(Fig. S1, Supporting Information) [28]. In order to obtain the intense 
contact between NiMo nanorods and C3N5 nanosheets, the C3N5 pre-
cursor (melem hydrazine) was mixed with NiMo nanorods in ethanol 
solution under stirring on a hotplate. After drying, the resulting powder 
was converted into NiMo@C3N5 electrocatalysts under Ar atmosphere 
(Fig. 1b and Fig. S2, Supporting Information). The X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) technique was first employed to investigate the composition and 
crystal structure of the obtained hybrids. As demonstrated in Fig. S3 in 
the Supporting Information, the main peaks of NiMo nanorods arise 
mainly from NiMo (JCPDS 65–5480) in the XRD spectrum, with very 
small amounts of pure Mo (JCPDS 80–2855) also detected. It should also 
be noticed that our previous report had shown the NiMo nanorods 
prepared at an optimal temperature of 550 ◦C exhibiting the best HER 
performance [28]. After forming the hybrids with C3N5, the changes in 
the crystal structure of NiMo are negligible. Moreover, in contrast with 
the XRD pattern of pure C3N5 (Fig. S4, Supporting Information), there is 
not any (002) peak found on the NiMo@C3N5 hybrids, indicating no 
formation of the bulk C3N5 phase [31]. In fact, after the in-situ coating of 
C3N5 layers onto NiMo nanorods, the obtained NiMo@C3N5 hybrids 
exhibit the core–shell nanorod configuration, in which a low crystalline 
layer (~2 nm thick) is observed to wrap around the nanorod surface. As 
compared with the pristine NiMo nanorods with high crystallinity 
(Fig. S1, supporting information), a porous layer is witnessed on the 
NiMo@C3N5 surface when the hybrid is exposed to electron beam 
irradiation as illustrated in Fig. 1c. A similar phenomenon is also 
occurred on the single C3N5 layer, which can be attributed to the surface 
electron accumulation (Fig. S5, Supporting Information). Therefore, the 
porous surface layer of the hybrid can be determined as C3N5. Also, the 
lattice fringes of the partially exposed NiMo core are observed with 
lattice spacings of 0.37 nm and 0.27 nm, which can be assigned to the 
(113) and (121) planes of orthorhombic NiMo, respectively, indicating 
again the crystallinity of NiMo got retained after the shell layer depo-
sition. Elemental mappings of Ni, Mo, C and N are as well corresponded 
well to the different constituent profiles of NiMo@C3N5 (Fig. 2e-i). All 
these results reveal clearly the successful preparation of the NiMo@C3N5 
core–shell heterostructure. 

To shed light on the effect of strong electron interaction within 
NiMo@C3N5 hybrids on their electrocatalytic performance, the physi-
cally mixed NiMo and C3N5 mixture, labelled as NiMo/C3N5, are also 
prepared in addition to the NiMo@C3N5 core–shell heterostructure. The 
SEM image and corresponding EDS mappings of NiMo/C3N5 are first 
shown in Fig. S6, Supporting Information, with the preparation pro-
cedure described in the materials and methods section. Fourier trans-
form infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was then utilized to investigate the 
functional groups of different materials. As depicted in the spectra in 
Fig. 2a, there are IR bands located at 1411 and 1595 cm− 1, which are 
attributed to the C-N stretching of heptazine (C6N7) aromatic nucleus, 
confirming the successful preparation of C3N5 [31]. Furthermore, the IR 
bands at 688, 798, 880 and 944 cm− 1 are ascribed to the metal-O-metal 
vibration [44]. As compared with the pristine NiMo nanorods and C3N5 
nanosheets, there are obvious characteristic peaks located at 688, 798, 
880, 944 and 1595 cm− 1 for the NiMo/C3N5 mixture, suggesting the 
effective physical combination between NiMo and C3N5. It is interesting 
that the characteristic peak intensity of NiMo@C3N5 is found signifi-
cantly reduced. This intensity reduction can be due to the strong elec-
tronic interaction influencing the original vibration mode. 
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Simultaneously, the specific surface area of different materials is char-
acterized by Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis as shown in Fig. 2b. 
The C3N5 nanosheets reveal the largest specific surface area of 22.37 
m2⋅g− 1 while the NiMo nanorods have the smallest specific surface area 
of 1.99 m2⋅g− 1. The NiMo/C3N5 mixture and NiMo@C3N5 core–shell 
hybrids exhibit the similar specific surface area of 7.09 and 6.37 m2⋅g− 1, 
respectively. These observations point toward that the introduction of 
C3N5 enhances the surface area of the catalyst, which is beneficial for 
promoting the efficient contact between catalysts and electrolytes. X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was next employed to evaluate the 
surface chemical composition and oxidation states of the NiMo/C3N5 
and NiMo@C3N5 samples. The survey XPS spectra disclose that both 
NiMo/C3N5 and NiMo@C3N5 samples consist of the Ni, Mo, C and N 
elements (Fig. S7, Supporting Information). For the high-resolution 
spectra of N 1 s, the peak positions are almost the same between 
NiMo/C3N5 mixtures and pristine C3N5 nanosheets, but there is an 
obvious blue shift (~0.6 eV) of the bonding energy observed for 
NiMo@C3N5 hybrids, illustrating the substantial increase of electron 
density around the N constituent there (Fig. 2c). On the other hand, 
three are two main characteristic peaks located at 230.8 and 233.9 eV 
for the NiMo nanorods, which can be ascribed to signals of Mo 3d5/2 and 
Mo 3d3/2, respectively (Fig. 2d). No obvious chemical valence changes 
and binding energy shift of Mo 3d signals are observed for the NiMo/ 
C3N5 mixture. For the NiMo@C3N5 core–shell heterostructure, the Mo 
3d peaks shift to the higher binding energies by ~ 1.2 eV, suggesting 
that there is a change in the electron density. In addition, an extra peak 
appeared at 229.3 eV for the NiMo@C3N5 core–shell hybrid, attributable 
to the Mo-N bonding and being in good agreement with the previous 
reports [45]. The existence of this Mo-N covalent bond in the 

NiMo@C3N5 hybrid clearly demonstrates the successful establishment 
of electron transfer channels. For the high-resolution spectra of Ni 2p, 
there are two dominant peaks positioned at 854.5 and 860.7 eV, which 
can be corresponded to Ni 2p3/2 and its satellite peak, respectively 
(Fig. 2e) [46]. By analyzing the Ni 2p3/2 peaks of all these samples, it is 
found that the Ni3+/Ni2+ ratio of the NiMo@C3N5 hybrids increases 
significantly as compared to that of the NiMo/C3N5 mixture. Moreover, 
the Ni 2p peaks of the NiMo@C3N5 hybrids also shifts to the higher 
binding energy by ~ 0.8 eV, designating a decreased electron density 
around the Ni atom and being in an agreement with the witnessed Ni3+/ 
Ni2+ ratio change. These results are mostly attributed to the strong 
electronic coupling between NiMo and C3N5, where considerable 
amounts of electrons are transferred from the NiMo core to the C3N5 
shell. Such strong electronic interaction is anticipated to improve the 
electrocatalytic activity of NiMo@C3N5 catalysts as demonstrated 
already for other hybrid catalyst systems [47–49]. 

3.2. Hydrogen evolution reaction performance in 1 M KOH 

The electrochemical HER activities of the prepared catalysts were 
then accessed in 1 M KOH (pH = 13.67) with a standard three-electrode 
system. Before comparing the catalyst performance of different samples, 
the optimized NiMo@C3N5 and NiMo/C3N5 electrocatalysts have been 
prepared by varying their mass ratios between NiMo and C3N5 for the 
best electrochemical performance (Fig. S8 and S9, Supporting Infor-
mation). Fig. 3a shows the IR corrected polarization curves of the 
optimized NiMo@C3N5 and NiMo/C3N5 electrodes together with the 
C3N5, NiMo and commercial Pt/C electrodes for comparison. The pris-
tine C3N5 nanosheets show the negligible electrocatalytic activity while 

Fig. 1. (a) The schematic illustration of the preparation of NiMo@C3N5 electrocatalysts. (b) is the TEM image of NiMo@C3N5; c) and d) are the corresponding 
HRTEM images; (e-i) are the TEM image and the corresponding elemental mappings, including Ni, Mo, C and N. 
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NiMo nanorods exhibit good activity with an overpotential of 220 mV 
for a current density of 10 mA cm− 2. After integrating the NiMo nano-
rods with C3N5 nanosheets, the NiMo@C3N5 core–shell hybrids achieve 
an impressively low overpotential of 81 mV at 10 mA cm− 2, which is 
substantially lower than one of the NiMo/C3N5 mixtures (126 mV at 10 
mA cm− 2). Importantly, the electrocatalytic performance of 
NiMo@C3N5 core–shell hybrids is even closer to that of commercial Pt/C 
catalyst. At the same time, the Tafel slopes derived from polarization 
curves were obtained to evaluate the electron transfer kinetics of cata-
lysts for the HER process [50]. As shown in Fig. 3b, the fitted Tafel slope 
of NiMo@C3N5 is found as 68.3 mV dec-1, which is smaller than those of 
NiMo (162.4 mV dec-1), C3N5 (100.2 mV dec-1) and NiMo/C3N5 (87.1 
mV dec-1), indicating a fast electron transfer process there. It is worth 
mentioning that the Tafel slopes of NiMo nanorods is observed as 162.4 
mV dec-1, which is larger than 120 mV dec-1, denoting the HER kinetic 
process mostly governed by the water dissociation here (i.e. Volmer- 
Tafel mechanism) [51]. In contrast, the Tafel slope of NiMo@C3N5 hy-
brids and NiMo/C3N5 mixtures fall into the range of 40 ~ 120 mV dec-1. 
The obvious Tafel slope change proves the introduction of C3N5 nano-
sheets to optimize the kinetic HER process of NiMo nanorods, thus 
improving their electrochemical activities. These results also indicate 
that the NiMo@C3N5 core–shell hybrids are the earth-abundant and 
efficient HER catalysts, being superior to most, if not all, recently re-
ported high-performance electrocatalysts (Fig. 3c and also see the 
comparison in Table S1, Supporting information). In addition, the 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is further employed to 
investigate the charge transfer ability in the interface between catalyst 
surface and electrolyte (Fig. 3d) [52]. The Nyquist plots revealed that 
the charge-transfer resistance of NiMo@C3N5 hybrids is apparently 
smaller than those of NiMo nanorods and NiMo/C3N5 mixtures, sug-
gesting that NiMo@C3N5 possesses a faster charge-transfer capacity 

during the HER process. The highly conductive surface and strong 
electron interaction of NiMo@C3N5 ensure its minimum charge-transfer 
resistance, leading to a fast electron transfer rate at the electrode/elec-
trolyte interface. Moreover, to investigate the electrochemical surface 
area (ECSA) of catalysts, a simple cyclic voltammetry method was car-
ried out to determine their values of double-layer capacitance, which is 
linearly proportional to the ECSA [53]. Fig. 3e illustrates the plots of 
different current density (Δj = ja-jc at − 0.835 V vs RHE) against the scan 
rate (cyclic voltammogram (CV) curves shown in Fig. S10, Supporting 
Information). The NiMo@C3N5 core–shell hybrids possess the largest 
ECSA value (14.6 mF cm− 2), which is nearly 2 and 28 times larger than 
those of NiMo/C3N5 mixtures (6.9 mF cm− 2) and NiMo nanorods (0.5 
mF cm− 2), respectively. Notably, the NiMo/C3N5 mixtures and 
NiMo@C3N5 hybrids have the similar BET area; hence, the higher ECSA 
value of NiMo@C3N5 suggests that the strong electron coupling im-
proves the intrinsic activity of single active sites. The excellent elec-
trochemical performance of NiMo@C3N5 can be attributed to the 
synergistic effect from its two components. In the NiMo@C3N5 system 
where the 2D C3N5 nanosheets wrap tightly on the NiMo nanorod sur-
face, the C3N5 nanosheets do not only prevent the NiMo nanorods from 
aggregating and thus maximize the exposed active sites numbers, but 
also enhance the intense electron coupling effect between the C3N5 and 
NiMo, resulting in the increased activity of a single active site. To further 
evaluate the electrochemical stability of prepared NiMo@C3N5 elec-
trodes, the long-term CV cycling tests and chronoamperometric response 
tests were carried out. As depicted in Fig. 3f, the NiMo@C3N5 electrode 
exhibits an insignificant degradation of current density after 1000 CV 
cycles and a long period of 10 h test, confirming the superior stability of 
NiMo@C3N5 for HER process under alkaline condition. 

Fig. 2. (a) FTIR and (b) BET curves of C3N5, NiMo, NiMo@C3N5 and NiMo/C3N5, respectively. (c-e) XPS spectra of the different samples, including N 1 s, Mo 3d and 
Ni 2p signals. 
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3.3. Activity origin 

In order to obtain deeper insight into the synergistic effects of 
NiMo@C3N5 hybrids on the HER activity, density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations were performed to investigate the key reaction steps 
of HER on the NiMo@C3N5 hybrid, compared with the NiMo. Specif-
ically, the key elementary step, including water adsorption/dissociation, 
and the consequently generated adsorbed hydrogen (*H) on NiMo and 
NiMo@C3N5 surface in alkaline condition were considered. The opti-
mized structures of water adsorption/dissociation and the *H adsorption 
of the electrocatalysts are shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. S11. Transition 
states (TS) of water splitting were searched by NEB method and all of the 
reaction barriers (ΔGb) combined with Gibbs free energy correction are 
shown in Fig. 4b. Our theoretical investigation reveals that the initial 
water dissociation process is the rate-determining step (RDS). The water 
dissociation to *H and *OH on NiMo surface requires to overcome a high 
energy barrier of 0.96 eV, resulting in sluggish HER kinetics. On the 
contrary, the energy barrier for NiMo@C3N5 surface is reduced to 0.82 
eV, suggesting that the introduction of C3N5 nanosheets can accelerate 
the kinetics of the water dissociation step [54,55]. The acceleration of 
water splitting on the NiMo@C3N5 surface owing to more negative 
water adsorption energy (-0.39 eV) there, hence leading to the stronger 
activation for water molecule and the smaller decomposition energy 
barrier. The adsorption free energy of hydrogen atom is also a critical 
descriptor to evaluate the hydrogen removal step of HER. As shown in 
Fig. 4b, calculated ΔG*H value for NiMo and NiMo@C3N5 are − 0.08 and 
− 0.13 eV, respectively, which are closed to 0 eV. This indicates that 
hydrogen adsorption and release processes are efficient on the NiMo and 
NiMo@C3N5 surfaces. 

It is believed that the origin of synergistic effect for NiMo@C3N5 
surface derived from the electron redistribution between NiMo and C3N5 
nano-interface. The projected density of states (PDOS), as well as the d- 
band center for NiMo and NiMo@C3N5 surfaces were calculated and 
shown in Fig. 4c. Compared with NiMo (-1.45 eV), the calculated d-band 
center for NiMo@C3N5 upshifted to − 1.38 eV, which enhances the 
bonding strength between adsorbates and adsorbents, and finally pro-
motes the H2O dissociation step [56]. Based on the electron density 
difference analysis (Fig. S12), the obvious electron transfer from the 
NiMo core to the C3N5 shell can be observed and then leads to the 
electron redistribution at the nano-interface, which agrees well with the 
XPS results. In addition, Löwdin charge analysis shows that NiMo core 
donates a number of electrons of 1.65 e. Therefore, the theoretical re-
sults reveals that the introduction of C3N5 shell to NiMo core can opti-
mizes the electronic structures of catalyst surfaces, thus promote kinetics 
of the rate-determining step. 

3.4. Hydrogen evolution reaction performance in seawater 

Because of the unique carbon-coated core–shell catalyst structure 
and the excellent electrocatalytic performance under alkaline condition, 
these NiMo@C3N5 hybrids are also employed as the HER catalyst in 
natural seawater (collected near Tsuen Wan, Hong Kong, pH = 7.4). As 
depicted in Fig. 5a to 5c, with increasing testing cycle, the electro-
catalytic performance of NiMo@C3N5 declines slightly while that of 
commercial Pt/C decreases substantially. Specifically, the overpotential 
of NiMo@C3N5 is observed to be 486, 554 and 571 mV for the 1st, 10th 
and 30th cycle for the same current density of 10 mA cm− 2, respectively. 
For comparison, the corresponding overpotential of commercial Pt/C is 

Fig. 3. (a) Polarization curves and (b) corresponding Tafel slopes of different samples measured in 1 M KOH at a scan rate of 5 mV s− 1. The samples include C3N5, 
NiMo, NiMo@C3N5, NiMo/C3N5 and Pt/C. (c) Comparison of the overpotential among others recently reported in the literature for the same current density of 10 mA 
cm− 2. The detailed comparison is also compiled in Table S1, Supporting Information. (d) Nyquist plots at the overpotential of 100 mV and (e) calculated double layer 
capacitance (Cdl) values of NiMo, NiMo@C3N5 and NiMo/C3N5, respectively. (f) Polarization curves before and after 1000 cycles with the inset showing the 
chronopotentiometry curve of NiMo@C3N5 at a constant current density of 10 mA cm− 2 (without iR compensation). 
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Fig. 4. (a) The optimized structures of H2O dissociation on the NiMo@C3N5 surface. The green, cyan, red, blue, grey and white balls represent Ni, Mo, O, C, N, H 
atoms, respectively. (b) The free-energy diagram for the HER on NiMo and NiMo@C3N5 surfaces. (c) The projected density of states of NiMo and NiMo@C3N5 
surfaces with aligned Fermi level. 

Fig. 5. (a-c) Polarization curves of NiMo@C3N5 and Pt/C in natural seawater at a scan rate of 5 mV s− 1 for the 1st, 10th and 30th cycle of testing. (d) Time-dependent 
current density curve of NiMo@C3N5 and Pt/C, respectively. (e) Faradaic efficiency of different cycles of testing with a current density of 10 mA cm− 2. 
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found to be 264, 532 and 606 mV, accordingly. Furthermore, the long- 
term stability of the catalysts was evaluated with chronoamperometric 
(i-t) measurements for 10 h as shown in Fig. 5d. The NiMo@C3N5 cor-
e–shell hybrids demonstrate the enhanced stability (with only a voltage 
drop of 1.4%) than the commercial Pt/C catalyst. As contrasted with Pt/ 
C, the C3N5 shells are anticipated to tightly wrap around the NiMo 
nanorods to protect the catalyst from the corrosion and poison of 
chemicals and biological impurities in the seawater. The Faradaic effi-
ciency of the hybrid is measured to be nearly 94.8% in the natural 
seawater (Fig. S13, Supporting Information). After the successive 30 
cycling test, there is not any noticeable variation observed for the 
Faradaic efficiency (Fig. 5e). The excellent electrochemical stability of 
NiMo@C3N5 can be attributed to the optimal design of the core–shell 
structure, in which NiMo nanorods are tightly wrapped by C3N5 nano-
layers and the active sites are located at the interface. When the surface 
of NiMo@C3N5 is covered with the salt, the C3N5 acts as a buffer layer 
[11]. This way, the electrochemical reaction can still occur in the 
interface of NiMo@C3N5 system since the electrolyte species are 
capable of penetrating into the interface via capillary force or osmotic 
pressure. On the other hand, the commercial Pt/C is a physical mixture. 
Once the Pt directly interacts with the salt during the reaction, the active 
sites would be blocked, resulting in a significant decrease in the elec-
trochemical performance. 

To further understand the seawater electrolysis process, more 
physical characterizations were systematically employed. It should be 
noted that, contrary to the seawater electrolysis process usually per-
formed under different stirring conditions, the following experiments 
were performed without any stirring, which can provide a direct 
observation of the practical effect of using natural seawater as electro-
lytes. As illustrated in Fig. 6a, before the seawater electrolysis test, the 

catalyst materials were evenly coated on the glassy carbon electrode, 
showing a smooth and clean surface. During the electrolysis process, the 
salt in the seawater is kept depositing on the electrode surface (Fig. 6b). 
Most of the deposited salt would peel off from the electrode surface 
because of gravity, while a small part of it got physically adsorbed on the 
catalyst surface as witnessed in the front-view and side-view images of 
the electrolysis cell (Fig. 6c and 6d). In this case, after the 10 h perfor-
mance stability test, white particles were observed on the electrode 
surface, which obviously reduces the contact area between catalysts and 
electrolytes, thus decreasing the HER performance here. The corre-
sponding EDS profile show that in addition to the constituent elements 
contained in the catalyst itself (i.e. Ni, Mo, C and N), there are other 
elements, which include Na, Mg, Cl and Ca (Fig. 6e). The SEM images 
further provide a clear evidence of the white particle mixture coated 
onto the NiMo@C3N5 electrocatalyst after seawater electrolysis (Fig. 6f 
and 6g), and the corresponding EDS mapping results is consistent with 
the EDS profiles (Fig. 6h-6n). As a result, the chemical composition of 
the white particles can be associated with Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2. The 
existence of Na and Cl is mainly attributed to the physical adsorption of 
cations and anions, dissolved in seawater, onto the electrocatalysts, 
which is perfectly consistent with the previous reports [9]. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, based on the complementary experimental and theo-
retical investigation, the NiMo@C3N5 core–shell hybrids are demon-
strated to function as a low-cost, highly-efficient and stable HER 
electrocatalyst in both alkaline condition and seawater. Impressively, 
the core–shell hybrids exhibit an overpotential of 81 mV at 10 mA cm− 2 

and a Tafel slope of 68.3 mV dec-1 in 1 M KOH. It was observed that the 

Fig. 6. (a, b) Optical images of the NiMo@C3N5 electrocatalyst deposited on the glassy carbon electrode before and after the seawater electrolysis. (c) Front-view and 
(d) side-view images of the glassy carbon electrode in the three-electrode system. (e) illustrates the EDS profile of the electrocatalyst after seawater electrolysis. (f, g) 
SEM image of the NiMo@C3N5 electrocatalyst after seawater electrolysis and (h-n) show the corresponding EDS mapping images. (f) The enlarged view of the area 
marked with red in (g). 
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electron redistribution effect induced by intense electron coupling be-
tween the NiMo core and the C3N5 shell optimized the HER reaction 
pathway, reducing the energy barrier of water dissociation step. More 
importantly, due to the C3N5-coated core–shell structure, the 
NiMo@C3N5 catalyst shows a respectably high HER performance and 
stability in the natural seawater, delivering a comparable current den-
sity to the one of commercial Pt/C catalyst after a long-term stability 
test. All these results evidently indicate the potential practical applica-
tions of NiMo@C3N5 core–shell hybrids in the direct seawater splitting. 
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